Validation according to ISO/TS 12869:2012 of a molecular method for the isolation and quantification of Legionella spp. in water.
The aim of the present work was to validate the performances of a new molecular method comprehensive of water sample filtration, DNA extraction and Real-Time PCR for the quantification of Legionella spp. in clear water samples, in accordance with the recent ISO Technical Specification 12869:2012. All criteria and requirements were verified considering inclusivity and exclusivity, check of the calibration function, limit of detection and limit of quantification, recovery calculation, robustness and uncertainty of the entire method. The performances were validated as all parameters resulted to be in compliance with values detailed by the above mentioned standard. The described method proved to be specific, sensitive, accurate and it has been fully validated according to ISO/TS 12869:2012. The possibility of using a validated molecular method will improve the reliability of the results making it a promising tool that should be used in addition to cultural analysis. Moreover, these findings make it particularly suitable for a relatively inexpensive screening of water samples, reducing the turnaround time and the workload.